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Abstract
In this paper two semi-physical models of the semiactive dampers of the DLR robotic electric vehicle
ROboMObil (ROMO) are described and their implementation in Modelica is presented. Besides the
damper characteristics and hysteresis, the models additionally consider the gas force and cover the differences of the damper characteristics for compression and rebound. A procedure to identify the damper
model parameters was implemented using the DLR
Optimization library. The measurement data used for
parameter identification was recorded during experiments on a damper test bench. The simulation results
of the damper models are compared to the experiment
data of the semi-active damper and the suitability of
the damper models with respect to accuracy and realtime simulation is discussed.
Keywords: semi-active damper; model identification, Bouc-Wen model, vehicle dynamics
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operation range dependent on a control input. The
adaption inside the damper is realized by modifying
the force generating physical effects of the damper.
Therefore, semi-active dampers generally need little
energy effort for control as only small forces are necessary to modify the damping force [2]. These two
properties, low energy consumption and continuous
adaption of the damper force, make the integration
of semi-active dampers in vehicle suspensions attractive. In order to investigate the influence of all the
aforementioned aspects in the context of an experimental electric vehicle, semi-active dampers are used
in the ROMO.
The ROMO, see Figure 1, is an innovative robotic
electric vehicle developed at the Robotics and Mechatronics Center of the German Aerospace Center
(DLR). It is composed of four Wheel Robots, see [4],
which integrate drivetrain, brakes, steering, and suspension.

Introduction

When designing a suspension system there are generally two conflicting goals concerning satisfactory
ride comfort and good road-holding. Using passive
dampers this leads to a compromise since good ride
comfort can be achieved by a rather soft damping
whereas for good road-holding high damping is necessary. On the contrary, suspension systems with controlled semi-active dampers can mitigate this restriction by allowing the adaption of the damper force according to the current vehicle state. A comprehensive
overview of control strategies for semi-active suspen- Figure 1: The ROboMObil (ROMO) on the four post
sions is given in [1, 2] or [3].
test rig
Semi-active dampers enable the continuous adapDuring the design process of semi-active suspention of the damper force characteristics within a large
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sions accurate purpose dependent models describing
the behaviour of semi-active dampers are needed as
shown e. g. in [5]. These models can then be used for
full and quarter-car simulations as well as for estimator and controller design, see [6, 7] or [1].
Due to the ability to combine models from different physical domains like mechanics and/or electrics
with control algorithms the object oriented modelling
language Modelica is well suited for modelling and
simulation of controlled semi-active dampers. Another advantage for modelling of electric vehicles like
the ROMO is the possibility to reflect the hierarchical model structure which simplifies the handling and
parameterization of large models.
The common component models for semi-active
dampers can be separated into the following groups
depending on the kind of modelling:
• Full physical models which include a mechanical
and an electrical model of the damper as well as
a hydraulical model of the fluid flow.
• Semi-physical models which also include the
damper mechanics and electrics, but approximate
the hydraulics by an empirical model.
• Black-box models – empirical models which do
not include physical model information in any
way.
A description of a physical damper model can be
found in [8, 9] or [10]. A good overview of semiphysical models can be found in [11] or [12]. These
two latter papers give an introduction to semi-active
damper modelling and describe several semi-physical
models like the Bingham model or the Bouc-Wen
model. A look-up table based damper model is developed in [13]. The application of a black-box damper
model is shown in [14]. There, the authors develop a
nonlinear autoregressive exogenous (ARX) model and
compare it to an extended Bouc-Wen model according to [11]. The results presented in the paper illustrate that both models reproduce the damper behaviour
with a high accuracy while the nonlinear ARX model
slightly outperforms the extended Bouc-Wen model.
This paper focuses on two semi-physical damper
models – a modified generalized extended Bouc-Wen
model and a model based on a 2-dim. look-up table
with the damper velocity and the control input as inputs, further referred to as Force Map based damper
model. In contrast to the extended Bouc-Wen model
presented by [11] and used in [14] and [2], the extended Bouc-Wen model described in this paper dis284

tinguishes between compression and rebound (i. e. decompression) of the damper allowing different damper
characteristics. This corresponds to the typical characteristics of semi-active dampers as used in vehicle
suspension systems. Further, the dependency of the
model parameters on the control input is modelled in a
more general way, compared to [11], as the restriction
imposed by the linear dependency of the parameters
on the control input limits the performance of the extended Bouc-Wen model (see also [14]). Utilizing the
implementation in Modelica, the model parameters are
identified through a step by step optimization approach
using the DLR Optimization library [15]. Hereby, the
overall optimization task was split into several smaller
subtasks each focusing on a subset of the overall model
parameters and making use of particular experiment
data specifically recorded for this optimization step.
The advantage of this procedure is that the knowledge
of the real damper structure and behaviour can be considered in the optimization algorithm and thus local
minima finding can be avoided more easily during the
optimization. Subsequently, the behaviour of the parameterized damper models is compared to the real
damper behaviour and the feasibility of the damper
models for real-time simulations is investigated.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section the semi-active damper used in ROMO is presented. In section 3 the semi-active damper models are
introduced and some implementation details are discussed whereas section 4 deals with the experimental
setup and the identification approach. Subsequently,
section 5 compares the simulated damper behaviour to
the real damper behaviour.

2 The semi-active damper
In this work, a semi-active dual tube damper from the
KW Automotive GmbH with one external controllable
electromagnetic valve is used, see Figure 2. The adjustment of the damper force is realized by controlling
the electric current flowing through the inductor of the
electromagnetic valve. The induced magnetic field determines the position of the valve piston and consequently the oil flow through the valve. The flow direction of the oil through the external valve stays the same
during both compression and rebound of the damper
as the oil always flows from the rebound volume to
the compensational volume.
Besides this electromagnetic valve there are further
valves for compression and rebound, similarly to a
conventional passive damper. They are placed at the
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Figure 2: Semi-active dual tube damper with external continuously variable valve (coil spring was unmounted for experiments)
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damper bottom and in the piston thus limiting the oil
flow from the compression volume to the compensational volume and from the rebound volume to the
compression volume, respectively.
Part of the compensational volume is filled with
a pre-stressed gas to compensate the oil volume difference between pulled out damper and compressed
damper caused by the piston rod. This gas volume
can be regarded as an accumulator that generates a deflection dependent gas force. The gas force increases
when compressing the damper and can threrefore be
considered as a preloaded spring in a damper model.
The electric current to control the damper is generated by a power electric unit which transforms the
Pulse-Width Modulated (PWM) signal, further referred to as control input, from the Rapid Control Prototyping (RCP) hardware into the appropriate electric
current. Figure 3 illustrates the speed-force map of
the damper at the constant control inputs 10% (blue)
and 50% (red) as recorded during experiments. The
curves represent the raw damper force measurements
and therefore reflect both the damper friction and the
gas force influences.
The characteristic of the semi-active damper differs
for compression (negative velocity) and rebound (positive velocity). This especially can be observed for
larger control inputs as significantly higher rebound
forces are generated, compared to compression ones,
cf. Figure 3.

3

Semi-active damper models

The Force Map based damper model and the extended
Bouc-Wen damper model were chosen for implementation in Modelica to investigate the achievable accuracy in reproducing the real damper behaviour and to
evaluate their real-time feasibility.
In general, they both provide a good approximation
of the highly non-linear behaviour of the semi-active
DOI
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Figure 3: Speed-force map at control input 10% and
50%
dampers, whereas the computational effort is far less
than that of physical models as they do not include
a model of the damper hydraulics, but approximate it
by an empirical model. Therefore, these semi-physical
models can be solved more easily by a fixed step solver
and are better suited for real-time simulation, state estimation and controller design.
The damper models are implemented as onedimensional translational models and extend from the
common translational interfaces of the Modelica Standard library.

3.1 Generalized extended Bouc-Wen Model
An introduction to the Bouc-Wen hysteres model can
be found in [2]. The extended Bouc-Wen model as
shown in Figure 4 is described in detail in [11]. There
the authors started with a simpler model consisting
of the linear damping element c0 , the linear spring k0
and the Bouc-Wen hysteresis model. To better predict
the real damper behaviour, they extended this simple
model by the elements c1 and k1 which reproduce the
gas chamber damping and the roll-off at low velocities, respectively. To make the model applicable for
semi-active dampers they further determined a subset of three parameters out of the ten parameters of
the extended Bouc-Wen model which are then linearly
adapted according to the current control input. This
way, the extended Bouc-Wen model is able to cover
the different characteristics of semi-active dampers de-
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pending on the control input. Additionally, the control
input was delayed by a first order low pass filter in
order to better approximate the delayed real damper
response towards changes in the control input due to
the dynamic response of the electromagnetic valve and
following the dynamic response of the damper hydraulics.

Figure 5: Generalized extended Bouc-Wen damper
model
ing equations of the generalized extended Bouc-Wen
model are given as

Figure 4: Mechanical model of the extended BoucWen damper model (similar to [11])
Based on the model description in [11], we further generalized the extended Bouc-Wen model as described in the following.
First, the set of three originally suggested parameters depending on the control input is extended to
seven parameters and the linear dependency on the
control input is replaced by a predefined look-up table,
see structure of the implemented Modelica model in
Figure 5. This way, the restrictions on the dependency
between control input and model parameters are far
less than in [11] and the damper model should achieve
a better prediction of the real damper. Next, the parameters of the extended Bouc-Wen model are additionally modelled as a function of the current damper
velocity to account for the different characteristics of
the damper for compression and rebound, cf. Figure 3.
Furthermore, the low pass filter which approximates
the dynamic damper response for changes in the control input is modelled as a first order transfer function
(block firstOrder_varT) with an additional delay. The
time constant as well as the delay time are considered to be functions of the instantaneous damper velocity (block relSpeed) and the sign of the derivative
of the control input. This way, varying response times
Tcomp,r , Tcomp, f , Trebound,r , Trebound, f and delay times
τcomp,r , τcomp, f , τrebound,r , τrebound, f for compression
and rebound as well as for rising and falling control
inputs, indicated by the indices r and f , respectively,
can be considered.
Utilizing the abovementioned extensions, the result286

Fd = c0 (u, vd )(ẋb − ẏ) + k0 (u, vd )(xb − y)
+ k1 ((xb − xa ) − x0 ) + α (u, vd )z,

(1)

with
ẏ =

and
ż =


1
α (u, vd )z
c0 (u, vd ) + c1 (u, vd )
+ c0 (u, vd )ẋb + c1 (u, vd )ẋa

+ k0 (u, vd )(xb − y)

(2)

− γ (u, vd ) |ẋb − ẏ| z |z|n−1

− β (u, vd )(ẋb − ẏ) |z|n
+ δ (u, vd )(ẋb − ẏ).

(3)

The meaning of the displacements xa , xb , which correspond to the motion of flange_a, flange_b, respectively, and the internal displacement y is clear from
Figures 4 and 5. The variable z represents an internal state of the Bouc-Wen model and is often called
hysteretic state. The spring stiffness k1 and the unstretched spring length x0 model the gas spring of the
damper. Therefore, these parameters are considered
invariant to changes of the control input u and the
damper velocity vd = ẋb − ẋa . The remaining parameters of the generalized extended Bouc-Wen model
are k0 , c0 , α , β , γ , δ and n. All these parameters are
functions of the control input u and the damper velocity vd except for the exponent n, which is empirically
determined to be n = 2 as in [2].
It is assumed that the dependency of the parameters
on the damper velocity vd can be approximated by a
switching function which distinguishes between positive damper velocity for rebound and negative one for
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compression. This means that for every set θeBW of
parameters two variants are generated – one for compression θeBW,comp and one for rebound θeBW,rebound .
These sets are then stored in the look-up table mentioned above. To combine the two sets of parameters
the following smooth switching algorithm is applied:

θeBW = s θeBW,rebound + (1 − s) θeBW,comp ,

(4)

with the switching signal s which is given by the following sigmoid function:
s = 0.5 tanh

 v 
d
+ 0.5.
veps

(5)

This function generates a smooth output that
changes from zero to one in a small region around
zero damper velocities vd . The size of this region is
determined by veps . Although other switching signals
like s = sign(vd ) would be possible, such a smooth
switching signal is better suitable for a real-time simulations as no events occur. The function calculating
the time constant of the first order transfer function and
the delay time from the current damper velocity vd and
control input derivative is implemented using a similar switching algorithm as the one described in equations (4) and (5).

3.2

Force Map based model

Figure 6 shows the Force Map based damper model
implemented in Modelica. The control demand applied to the damper model is again (as in section 3.1)
modelled by a transfer function and an additional delay with time constants and delay times dependent on
the damper velocity vd and the control input derivative. The main component of this damper model is a
lookUpTable, which takes the current damper velocity
and the delayed control input as inputs and computes
a force. Additionally, a model of the gas spring is included to improve the damper model for large deflections. The overall damper force is therefore given by:
Fd = Flookup + Fgas ,

(6)

with the output of the look-up table Flookup and the gas
force Fgas .
The implemented model is similar to the one developed in [13]. The main differences between these two
models are the negligence of the damper housing stiffness which is very high and therefore causes stability
problems during real-time simulations.
DOI
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Figure 6: Force Map based damper model

4 Parameter identification
The parameter identification of the two semi-active
damper models introduced in section 3.1 and 3.2 is a
challenging task because both models are highly nonlinear and additionally the number of parameters to be
determined is large. The arising optimization problem
is non-convex and a lot of effort is necessary in order to avoid local minima evaluations. In this work,
the optimization problem at hand is split into several
subproblems as suggested in [13] and [2], estimating
successively subsets θ j of the overall parameter vector θ .
The parameter subsets θ j are chosen from experience and technical understanding of the damper in
such a way that specific experiments focusing on identification of these parameters can be performed. The
suboptimization problems are arranged in a chronological order and the estimated parameter subsets resulting from previous steps are inserted in the current optimization run. Although some of these suboptimization problems are non-convex as well, local minima can be avoided more easily by a careful
choice of the initial values of the parameter subsets.
This is achievable because the optimization problem
is smaller compared to the overall optimization problem.
Throughout all suboptimizations, a cost function
2
N 
∑ Fd,m − Fd,s (θ j )
i=1
2
N 
N
∑ Fd,m − ( T1 ∑ Fd,m )

1
N

J=
1
N

i=1

(7)

j=1

is used.
This cost function, which is also used by [14], represents the error-to-signal-ratio of the simulated damper
force. Here, the number of the measured data samples
is denoted by N. The measured damper force is represented by Fd,m and the simulated damper force by Fd,s .
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The suboptimization problems can now be stated by system was set to Ts = 1 ms. The measured signals are
damper force, displacement and acceleration. These
find argmin(J) subject to θ j,min < θ j < θ j,max , (8) signals are recorded together with the control input and
θj
are pre-filtered by a low-pass FIR filter.
with θ j,max and θ j,min restricting the maximum and
minimum parameter values.
4.2 Step by Step optimization approach
The optimization is done in Modelica/Dymola using the model optimization functions of the DLR Op- The size of the overall parameter vector θeBW of the
timization library [15]. From the various optimization generalized extended Bouc-Wen model depends on the
algorithms available in this library the Simplex method number of nodes in the look-up table storing the conwas chosen in this work as the algorithm proved sat- trol input dependent parameters as described in secisfactory and fast convergence during preliminary in- tion 3.1. Each control input segment is represented by
vestigations. A default cost function value larger than one row in this look-up table. The elements of the pathe initial cost function value was defined in the opti- rameter vector θeBW are:
mization setup to handle simulation runs with the genθeBW = (k0 , x0 , θeBW,i,2 , . . . , θeBW,i,m+1 ,
eralized extended Bouc-Wen damper model which became unstable for certain parameter sets.
(9)
Ti,r , Ti, f , τi,r , τi, f )T ,

4.1

Experimental Setup

The experiments were performed on a Röhrig damper
test rig which is shown in Figure 7.

with

θeBW,i, j = (c0,i, j , k0,i, j , c1,i, j , αi, j , βi, j , γi, j , δi, j )T . (10)
Here, i stays for comp or rebound, j = 2, . . . , m + 1
and m is equal to the number of control input segments. This parameter vector is split into the following
m + 2 subsets.
• Gas force identification

θeBW,1 = (k0 , x0 )T .

(11)

Experiment: Constant, very small velocity excitation for compression and rebound at constant
minimum control input umin .
• Bouc-Wen parameter identification at constant
control input u1 :

θeBW, j = (θeBW,comp, j , θeBW,rebound, j )T .

(12)

Experiment: Sine excitation of the damper with
an amplitude of 25 mm and a frequency of 0.8 Hz.
• Time constant and delay estimation

Figure 7: Experimental set-up
This test rig is equipped with a linear electric motor and therefore able to generate various damper excitations like sine sweeps or constant velocity periods.
The measurement data was recorded using a Microautobox 2 from dSpace. The sample period of the RCP
288

θeBW,m+2 = (Tcomp,r , Tcomp, f , Trebound,r ,
Trebound, f , τcomp,r , τcomp, f ,
(13)
τrebound,r , τrebound, f )T .
Experiment: Saw tooth excitation of the damper
with an amplitude of 25 mm and a constant
damper velocity with an absolute value of
0.15 ms−1 for compression and rebound.
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As an example, Figure 8 shows the virtual test rig
for the optimization of the Bouc-Wen parameters at
control input u1 . Similar virtual test rigs are employed
to optimize the other parameter subsets. Therefore, the
measurements have to be replaced by the corresponding measurement data, e. g. with a different control input.

racy. For a control input of 10% the Force Map model
and the extended Bouc-Wen model achieve the same
accuracy. For a control input of 50% the extended
Bouc-Wen model achieves slightly better values than
the Force Map model.

Table 1: Optimal cost function values of the damper
models
Damper model
Extended Bouc-Wen
Force Map

Figure 8: Virtual test rig for optimization
On the left-hand side of the model the measurement data is read by a CombiTimeTable called measurements, on the right-hand side the cost function is
calculated by the sysID_Criteria block and in the middle the damper model semi-active damper is excited
by a move element supplied with the measured displacement and derived velocity and acceleration.
The estimated gas force of step one is inserted as
known value in the damper models for the following
optimization steps and, further, the estimated parameters θeBW, j (with j = 2, . . . , m + 1) of the previous step
are used successively as initial values for the parameter vector θeBW, j+1 of the following step. The initial
values of the extended Bouc-Wen model for the first
step are taken from [12] and the corresponding minimum parameter values θ j,min and maximum parameter
values θ j,max are defined by scaling the initial parameter values.
The optimization procedure for the Force Map
based damper model is very similar to the one of the
extended Bouc-Wen model. The first step gas force estimation and the last step time constant estimation are
the same. The steps in between are used to estimate the
values of the lookUpTable, which takes the damper velocity and the control input as inputs and calculates a
force as output. As the control input is constant during these steps, the values are again determined row by
row.

Control input
10%
50%
0.097 0.090
0.095 0.117

The corresponding force over time, force over displacement and force over velocity diagrams for 10%
and 50% control input are illustrated in the figures 9
and 10. The slight accuracy difference indicated by
the cost function value for 50% control input is most
obvious in the force over velocity diagram (Figure 10
below), mainly in the small velocity region.
In Figures 11 and 12 the results of the time constant and time delay identification for control input
steps during rebound and compression are shown. The
damper velocity was kept constant for rebound and
compression to isolate the damper response for control input steps only. The modelled time behavior of
the damper consisting of a first order transfer function
and a delay with different time constants and delay
times for rebound and compression as well as dependent on the direction of the control input change as described in section 3.1, is able to reproduce the damper
behaviour very well. From Figures 11 and 12 it can
further be seen that the delay is almost as large as the
time constant of the transfer function and therefore the
delay cannot be neglected by the damper model.

4.4 Real-time suitability

The parametrized damper models were simulated by a
fourth-order Runge-Kutta solver with a fixed step size
of Ts = 1 ms to analyse their feasibility for real-time
simulations, as this solver is used to run the real-time
4.3 Optimization results
model of the ROMO. The Force Map based damper
The resulting cost function values for both damper model showed good results for this solver, while the
models are shown in Table 1. The models reproduce generalized extended Bouc-Wen model became unstathe real damper behavior with almost the same accu- ble for the optimized parameters.
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Figure 9: Comparison of damper models to damper
measurements at 10% control input (above: force over
time; middle: force over position; below: force over
velocity)
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Figure 10: Comparison of damper models to damper
measurements at 50% control input (above: force over
time; middle: force over position; below: force over
velocity)

Conclusion

control inputs and small velocities have to be investiIn this paper two semi-physical damper models are gated as well.
presented and their accuracy in reproducing the real
damper behavior is compared. Both models achieve
a high accuracy in the considered velocity and frequency range. The generalized extended Bouc-Wen
model gives more accurate results especially for higher Acknowledgement
control input.
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